
 
 
 
Title: Sr. Developer 

Location: Denver, CO  

** Open to qualified candidates outside of the Denver area** 

 
 

About our Company: 

Cologix provides network and cloud neutral interconnection and colocation services in 

highly strategic and densely connected data centers.   We enable customers to scale their 

businesses rapidly and cost-effectively by delivering flexible space, reliable power, and 

dense cloud and network connectivity to customers in the carrier, cloud, content delivery, 

media, financial services and enterprise communities. Our customers have direct access to 

our local operations teams which result in strong partnerships backed by exceptional 

operational support and unparalleled customer service. With 28 Data centers in the United 

States and Canada, Cologix offers space, power, cooling, cross-connects and physical 

security for its customers. We are headquartered in Denver, Colorado and have data 

centers in Columbus (3), Dallas (2), Jacksonville (2), Lakeland (1), Minneapolis (3), Montreal 

(10), New Jersey (3), Toronto (2), and Vancouver (2) where we provide local dedicated 

support teams for our colocation and interconnection customers.  Our company is backed 

by one of the largest North American Infrastructure funds and we have huge growth 

ambitions.  

About the Position: 

We are looking for a remarkable Sr Developer who can drive delivery of solutions aligned 

with business objectives and our Product Roadmap.  The successful candidate will be 

instrumental in rationalizing and realigning existing services and systems.  You will work on 

the next-generation technologies that change how customers interact and manage their 

colocation services. Our strategy is to not just provide world-class customer service, but to 

revolutionize how colocation services are delivered.  You will be an integral part of our 

small, high performing and innovative Technology team leveraging your extensive solutions-

oriented implementation experience and your comprehensive understanding of Cloud 

technology to deliver unmatched business value.  You will apply your expertise of the Cloud 

computing stack, broad software technologies, and open source tools to deliver first-time 

business value to internal and external customers. 



What you do daily: 

 Administration and configuration of the NetSuite CRM & ERP platform 

 Build and run data integration strategies and solutions of Cloud NetSuite CRM with local 

database systems (Microsoft SQL) 

 Configure Cloud NetSuite ERP & CRM platform. Customize NetSuite for specific Cologix 

business and colocation inventories and services 

 Support ongoing administration of current systems including upgrades and conversions 

 Develop code for the Cologix services platform-based applications and lead cloud 

application architectural design, trade-offs, and risk-mitigation considerations 

 Deliver technical collateral including solution reference architecture, technical case 

studies, and functional prototyping 

 Provide expert application design guidance for system integration partners on solution 

system designs, redesigns, performance optimization, and integration of new technical 

features and capabilities 

 

What makes you a good fit: (Qualifications) 

 Bachelors degree in Computer Science or Math (or related technical major) or 

equivalent practical experience  

 Minimum 5 years in-depth knowledge of Cloud NetSuite ERP & CRM and related 

programing scripting languages – SuiteScript & SuiteTalk 

 Minimum 3 years depth knowledge of Relational Database Management Systems 

(Microsoft SQL, Oracle, MySQL), SQL language, and RESTful API 

 5 years relevant experience in software development/solution engineering/technical 

consulting with expertise in architecting and rolling out new technology and solution 

initiatives 

 Hands on experience with modern web technologies: HTML5, CSS, AJAX, JSON; and 

programming languages: CFML (ColdFusion), SuiteScript and SuiteTalk WebServices 

(Netsuite), SQL, JavaScript, Python 

 Hands on experience with modern web applications frameworks for delivering web user 

interfaces: Sencha (EXTJS & Touch), Bootstrap and integrating them with Cloud CRM 

(NetSuite) and RDBMS  (Microsoft SQL) 

 Hands on experience with ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) applications  

 Hands on experience with developing Web Services (SOAP, REST) using CFML meta 

language on ColdFusion platform 

 Hands on experience with reporting technologies and platforms: SSRS, Tableau 

 Strong communication skills and ability to work with multiple internal teams to bring 

projects to successful completion 

 Ability to work on fast-paced, complex projects with tight deadlines 



 Positive attitude and collaborative work style 

NOTE: This job description is not intended to be all-inclusive. Employee may perform other related duties as 

negotiated to meet the ongoing needs of the organization. 

Cologix is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  Qualified applicants are considered for employment without regard 

to age, race, color, religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, or veteran status.   


